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Columbia Christians for Life ( CCL )  

aka Christians for Life and Liberty ( CLL ) 

Columbia, South Carolina 

April 15, 2020 

    
[ April 7 ]  
  

City of Columbia (SC) uses Coronavirus Stay-At-Home Order to force several pro-lifers  
  

to leave public right-of-way outside Planned Parenthood (PP) killing center 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                 
"8th Week of Life" sign displayed on Tuesday, April 7 by Columbia Christians for Life director Steve Lefemine  

across the street from Planned Parenthood child-murder center, 2712 Middleburg Drive, Suite #107, Columbia, SC 

 

                           
Some (not all) of the several Columbia Police Department vehicles and officers which came Tuesday, April 7 to force several pro-lifers to leave 

the public right-of-way outside Planned Parenthood (PP) killing center, 2712 Middleburg Drive, Suite #107, Columbia, SC 
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From 1978 to 2018, PLANNED PARENTHOOD in Columbia has murdered over 52,000 unborn children.  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
[ Sent out by text April 10 ( Revised ) ] 

   
Columbia, SC 

April 7, 2020 

    
'City of Columbia uses Coronavirus Stay-At-Home Order to force several pro-lifers  

to leave public right-of-way outside Planned Parenthood (PP) killing center' 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Tuesday morning (4/7), City of Columbia police ticketed leader of one prolife group doing sidewalk counseling 

with two people by PP main driveway; and later threatened to ticket leader of Columbia Christians for Life,  

Steve Lefemine, standing across street with signs. 

  
Two Roman Catholics were also near PP main driveway, for total of five prolife people there on both sides of road. 

   
Several CPD officers and vehicles came to the scene, two LT's the highest ranking. This audio has exchanges  

between LT's and Lefemine. However reluctant to do so, the second CPD LT responds he would ticket Lefemine  

if he does not leave: 

http://christianlifeandliberty.net/DS_20338%20(3).WMA 

   
The video below is in effect final order from a CPD Sgt to Lefemine to pack up and leave: 

http://christianlifeandliberty.net/20200407_101455.mp4 

   
Lefemine repeatedly says he is leaving under threat of being ticketed, intending to seek attorney counsel 

to consider a federal civil rights lawsuit. 

    
The whole incident spanned almost 2 1/2 hours. Lefemine has been present at this PP over 20 years.  

As witnesses unto Christ (Acts 1:8, kjv) he and other Christians have done sidewalk counseling, displaying signs,  

preaching, praying, singing; exercising God-given, unalienable rights protected by law under First Amendment  

to US Constitution. These rights were violated by City of Columbia on April 7, MIS-USING law enforcement officers,  

forcing them to break the law and violate citizens' constitutional rights. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Columbia Christians for Life 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
Columbia, SC 

City Ordinance 2020-034 
http://columbiasc.net/headlines/03-26-2020/stay-home-stay-safe-emergency- [ link no longer functions ] 

  

http://columbiasc.net/uploads/headlines/03-26-2020/stay-home-stay-safe-emergency-order/2020-

034%20Stay%20Home%20Stay%20Safe%20Amended.pdf  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

   
'SC cities' stay-at-home orders during coronavirus are likely illegal, AG says' 
  

The State 

3/27/20 

https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article241558266.html  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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